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ARTS & CULTURE

New Public Show Explores In�uence of Leon Monet
March 19, 2023

Behind some great men, there is a big brother.

Leon Monet, Claude Monet’s older brother, is central to a new public art show, or exhibition,
in Paris. �e exhibition explores the part Leon Monet played in the famous impressionist
painter’s life and art.

Leon was a color chemist who was four years older than Claude. Historians now understand
that Leon helped Claude succeed. He helped in the development of the famous color palette
that Claude used to create artworks like the “Water Lilies” series.

Geraldine Lefebvre is in charge of the exhibition at the Musee du Luxembourg.

“It’s never been known before, but without Leon there would not have been a Monet — the
artist the world knows today,” Lefebvre said.

She explained, “His rich big brother supported him in the �rst period of his life when he had
no money or clients and was starving.”

Lefebvre said that the colors Claude was famous for “came from the synthetic textile dye
colors Leon created” in the town of Rouen. Rouen was the subject of some of Claude’s best-
known paintings.

�e exhibition represents years of investigation by Lefebvre. She visited Monet’s great-
grandchildren, studied family records and brought to light a painting of Leon by Claude.

Leon hid the painting in a private collection. �e 1874 artwork has never before been seen by
the public. It shows Leon with a black suit, serious expression and red face.
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�e exhibit shows that the long-held belief that the Monet brothers did not communicate is
incorrect.

“Historians always thought the two brothers had nothing to do with each other," she said.

“In reality, they were incredibly close throughout their life,” Lefebvre said.

�e brothers had an argument in the early 1900s and that may explain why no direct signs of
the relationship exist.

What is now known is that Leon helped his younger brother. He introduced Claude to other
artists, gave Claude money, and purchased Claude’s art — buying it at high prices to improve
the painter’s public image.

“�is exhibit is important as it throws light on Leon Monet, who up until now has been an
invisible �gure,” said Frances Fowle of the National Galleries of Scotland.

Leon’s in�uence went beyond his brother: He �nancially supported other artists such as
Camille Pissarro, Auguste Renoir and Alfred Sisley.

Claude Monet also worked for his older brother as a color assistant. Leon would dissolve
carbon to create a chemical called aniline, which created synthetic colors that natural colors
could not compete with. One of the earlier examples of Leon’s colorful in�uence on Claude’s
art is in the exhibition. It is an 1860s picture Monet drew of his future wife Camille. She
appears in a dress of a green color that had never been seen before.

“�e French press coined the term ‘Monet green,’” Lefebvre said, adding that reporters made
fun of it at �rst. “At the time, they said he would make a good dye artist.”

However, both Monets had the last laugh.

Claude Monet founded impressionism — a term that comes from his 1872 painting
“Impression, Sunrise” — to become one of the most famous painters of the last two hundred
years. And by the height of the artistic movement at the end of the 19th century, “80 percent
of all impressionists’ work” used the synthetic colors borrowed from Leon, Lefebvre says
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Leon Monet. Brother of the Artist and Collector runs at the Musee du Luxembourg in Paris
from March 15 until July 16.

I’m John Russell.

�omas Adamson reported on this story for the Associated Press. John Russell adapted it for
VOA Learning English.
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Words in �is Story

palette -- n. the range of colors used by someone

synthetic – adj. made by combining di�erent substances : not natural

textile – n. a fabric that is woven or knit

dye – n. a substance used for changing the color of something (such as hair or cloth) usually
permanently

introduce – v. to make (someone) known to someone else by name

invisible – adj. impossible to see : not visible

�gure – n. a person who has a speci�ed status or who is regarded in a speci�ed way

dissolve – v. to mix with a liquid and become part of the liquid

coin a term – expression to be the �rst person to say or develop a term or expression


